
Beacon provides real-time indoor and outdoor tracking for assets, patients, 
and personnel. By using state-of-art technology, Beacon offers healthcare 
organizations reliable business intelligence that allows them to improve 
their operational efficiency.
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BIG DATA & INTELLIGENCE
Through Beacon, healthcare teams gain valuable insights about the movement, usage, 
and efficiency of the moving assets and people in their facilities. How much equipment 
is being used? Where does your staff spend most time? Where is the most activity 
within your facility? 

Beacon offers healthcare organizations this type of data intelligence to improve their 
operational efficiency, reduce unnecessary costs, increase the safety of patients and 
productivity of staff.

Highlighted features:
�   Real-time movement tracking 
�   Asset usage monitoring 
�   Facility activity monitoring

NOTIFICATIONS & ALERTS
Beacon offers customizable alerts to flag specific events or movement. A geofence can 
be determined for every asset, patient, and staff member that is being tracked through 
Beacon. Movement outside of the Geofence triggers alert notifications. Other alerts 
can be set up for time restrictions around asset use, patient access to certain areas in 
your facility, and more. 

Alert notifications are most effective when used in parallel with the business 
intelligence to closely monitor activity within your facility and to enforce optimized 
strategies within your operation.

Highlighted features:
�   Geofencing 
�   Movement alerts 
�   Facility access alerts

TRACKING
Beacon provides the hardware and software to track and manage healthcare 
equipment, from stretchers and wheelchairs to blood gas monitors and oxygen tanks. 
Every movement is tracked in real-time and can be monitored on a multi-level floor 
plan of your facility. 

Beacon also offers non-invasive tracking for patients to ensure their safety within your 
healthcare facility. The credit-card sized badges fit into slim pockets for easy 
portability. The same beacon badge may also be used to provide real transparency 
over the movement of your healthcare staff.

Highlighted features:
�   Asset, patient, and personnel location tracking
�   Indoor map including multiple floors and venues
�   Compass, zoom and rotation control
�   Customizable points of interest (POI)
�   Search and filter capabilities 


